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UPV Storage FAQs and Notes on Specification
1. Can I get laminate tops and laminate spanning tops to put on top of the lateral files? Are
they standard?
Yes. There are standard laminate tops available in one depth 450D, and two widths 900W
and 1800W. (UPV share the same laminate top style numbers with Datum C2. You can refer
to the spec guide for more information)
2. Can I support a Lexicon worksurface with a fixed UPV instead of using a leg?
Yes. UPV Fixed pedestal can be used as a leg to support worksurface with Lexicon panel
system. This is not applicable to freestanding bench.
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3. When I use a fixed ped to support a worksurface, how does it mount? Do I screw from
inside the ped into the surface?
Fixed Pedestal can be mounted by removing the drawer and screwing the carcass to the
underside of the worksurface. (Holes are already pre punched)
4. When I use a fixed ped to support a worksurface, is there a gap at back of ped that is
visable from aisle?
Except the 600D Pedestal with 600D worksurface, the gap at back is visible from aisle and
therefore a side panel is suggested.
5. Does the tower come with the bracket to attach it to the worksurface or gang it?
Yes. Single Hinge Door Cabinet (tower) comes with a bracket to attach to the worksurface.
(Can only be used with a 600D worksurface.) The mounted height is preset at 720mmH,
which works with Lexicon 720mm height.
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6. How does the tower bracket deal with leveling of the worksurface...is there variance in the
holes to allow for movement?
Yes. There are flat glides on the Single Hinge Door Cabinet (tower) for the height adjustment
up to 15mm. With pre-drilled holes which can be knocked out with a mallet, the brackets can
be freely installed to the underneath edge of the worksurface. The bracket hole is oval to
allow for lateral movement of 5mm for leveling purposes. Detailed instructions can be found
in the installation guide.
7. What does the internal storage layout of the tower look like and are there any options?
The Single Hinge Door Cabinet (tower) comes with a hanging rod at the top and a fixed shelf
in the middle. Options on door opening direction, left or right, are available.
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8. When I use the towers together inside of a 2pack...how does that install?
No connection between the towers.
9. Does the height of tower line up with Lexicon panels?
Yes. The Single Hinge Door Cabinet (tower) matches with the 1150H standard Lexicon
Panel only.
10. Does the depth of tower flush with the front edge of a worksurface? Any gaps created?
The depth of tower is 600D. All 600D worksurfaces are mounted flush to the cabinet.
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11. What is the internal storage layout of the slim(mini) ped? Are there any options?
No. The filing rails can only run front-to-back.
12. What heights of peds/storage will work under a Lexicon or Frame One bench?
Mobile Pedestals at 549H can work under either a Lexicon or a Frame One bench as well as
Frame One end counter. Mobile Pedestals at 646H cannot work under a Lexicon bench.
Mobile Pedestals at both 549H or 646H can work under a Frame One return desk.
13. Do the heights of UPV line up with the heights of Lexicon and Frame One?
The underdesk cabinets with common top match 720mm desk height. The 1150H tower
matches with
corresponding Lexicon 1150H panel height. Other heights cannot be matched due to
international file sizes.
14. Do the widths of UPV line up with Lexicon and Frame One?
The 900W cabinets match with 900W Frame One bench. There will be an
100mm/150mm/200mm overhang at the corner if put 900W cabinets at the end of
800W/750W/700W Frame One or Lexicon bench.
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